Abstract. The roll control is fighter aerobatic training subjects, often. Usually includes the dive, roll and barrel roll and other operations. According to the roll maneuver characteristics, based on the finite element method to complete the analysis of the flow field of the wing. The finite element method to solve the basic idea is to divide the flow field which has be used in the discretization procedure were established equilibrium equation of each unit, in accordance with each element node displacement compatibility conditions and equilibrium conditions, the equilibrium equation of the whole system is established.
The Aircraft Rear Roll Maneuver
The roll usually includes subduction, roll and barrel roll etc. Into the subduction stage, the plane from the plane into the downward movement of the curve, the need to have a heart force. In the method, usually straight into turn into half or enter [1] , as shown in Fig.1 . Comparison of three methods, wingover into, the vertical component of the lift force and gravity are centripetal force so trajectory curvature radius of minimum, but the flight direction to change to 180°. Turning into a person, in the entire process of entering the pilot can be seen at any time to attack the ground (SEA) on the target, easy to adjust the dive angle. Straight into the human, the control method is relatively simple, but the concentric force is smaller, generally in the target at the bottom of the front, the use of the subduction angle is not the case. The basic form of roll trajectory is a rise or fall to serpentine space curve offset side. Without considering the elevator deflection caused by external interference, write control law and control system for high stability:
Numerical Simulation of Flow Field
Under severe weather conditions, the effect of viscous flow on the surface of the wing can not be ignored, and the method cannot accurately describe the flow field when the serious air flow is separated in flight. So it has a great advantage to solve the air flow field with the N-S equation in the numerical simulation of the flight.
The N-S equations expressed by the stress tensor are as follows [2] (1) According to the classical hydrodynamic pressure field values obtained; (2) Solving the equations of the velocity extremum U*, V*; (3) Solving the pressure equation P*; (4)Additional offset based on P* value, get P; (5)According to U*, V* and P* for U, V, W; (6)If the numerical value of the flow field is affected by the convection term or source term, the discrete equation of the flux of the flow field is required. If there is no effect in the flow flux convergence after solving the equations;
(7)The calculated pressure P, substitution for the extreme value of the solving process, repeated throughout the settlement process until according to the setting of the convergence criteria that a suitable solution.
Finite Element Analysis
The analytical model can be divided into small units. Unit kinetic energy is Te, Unit of energy is Πpe, The dynamic dissipation work in the unit is Re. Unit kinetic energy [3] :
e is element mass matrix, ρ is material density, u is displacement vector, [N] is shape function.
Unit of energy:
Taking a certain type of aircraft as the model, the typical working conditions are selected in the flight envelope, and the numerical simulation of the wing is completed. The roll maneuver flow aerodynamic results as shown in Fig.2 and Fig. 3 . 
Conclusion
Due to the lag roll maneuver process flow field and aerodynamic characteristics of the very complex, time and computing resources and constraints, the research methods can be further: (1) This paper focuses on the comparison of wing flow states before and after the action of a preliminary analysis, in the future research can be further development in the process of rolling, different design parameters on the flow field and the gas dynamic characteristics of numerical simulation. (2) In order to simplify the simulation of airflow in the rear roll maneuver. In calculation accuracy allowed in the case, try using Euler equations instead of N-S equation is resolved.
